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X-Ray Scattering EFFects Due to Localized Static Lattice Defects
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Theoretical calculations by Huang show that elastic singularities in a crystalline lattice should produce
four speci6c x-ray scattering effects which include diffuse scattering and an arti6cial temperature factor. All
four of the effects are present in neutron-irradiated crystals of boron carbide, diamond, silicon carbide, and
magnesium oxide. Thus the model and calculations of Huang are qualitatively con6rmed. It is suggested that
it may be possible to determine more precisely the nature of the lattice distortions around localized static
lattice defects from a detailed study of the disuse scattering.

INTRODUCTION

~
&HE literature pertaining to the scattering of x-rays

by distorted crystals is very large and some of it
dates back to the early days of the development of x-ray
difFraction theory. However, much of this literature is
concerned with distortions and size limitations which
upset the coherence of the scattering between the unit
cells of which the crystal is composed. This broadens
and changes the shape of the coherent scattering peaks,
the Bragg reQections, and the problem becomes that of
deducing from the alterations of the peak shapes the
nature of the distortions and the size distributions
present. With the important exception of the efFect of
temperature on x-ray scattering, the case in which the
distortions are due to small localized lattice defects has
not been nearly as extensively studied. Since this paper
is concerned with localized stuti c lattice defects, temper-
ature efFects will not be considered, although reference
will be made to them. Localized static lattice defects
will be interpreted to mean defects which are small in
three dimensions, vis. , interstitials, vacancies, oversize
atoms, or agglomerates of only several atoms at most.
Thus scattering due to dislocations, for example, is
excluded.

THEORETICAL

Theoretical calculations of the x-ray scattering by a
crystalline lattice containing a random distribution of
localized static lattice defects are rather few. While we
shall consider only the detailed treatment of the problem
given by Huang, the literature will be reviewed brieQy.

Laue' refers to the problem in his treatment of the
x-ray scattering by a solid solution in which the com-
ponent atoms are of difFerent sizes, but does not give
detailed calculations. Ekstein4 and Matsubara' examine

~The Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory is operated by the
General Electric Company for the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mlsslon.' For a recent survey of this Geld, the monograph by A. J. C.
Wilson, X ray Optzcs The -Digractzoss of X—rays by Fissite assd-
ImPerfect Crystals (Methuen and Company Ltd. , London, 1949) is
recommended.

z K. Huang, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A190, 102 (1947).
zM. v. Laue, Rosstgcssstrahi Isstcrforcstzcss -(Edwards Brothers,

Inc. , Ann Arbor, 1943), p. 179.
4 H. Ekstein, Phys. Rev. 68, 120 (1945).
z Y. J. Matsubara, Proc. Phys. Soc. Japan 7, 270 (1952).

the case in which the lattice atoms are given small
displacements from their sites in a perfect lattice, ex-
pressing the scattering by the distorted lattice by the
6rst two terms in a Taylor's series. Ekstein takes as an
example of the displacements around a defect the
classical elasticity problem of the displacements in a
hollow sphere due to a pressure in the internal cavity. '
Matsubara obtains his displacements by minimizing the
strain energy of the lattice as a function of the displace-
ments. For the case of defects producing displacements
over rather large distances, Matsubara points out that
his treatment becomes equivalent to that of Ekstein.
Both authors show that the defects lead to the produc-
tion of difFuse maxima surrounding the sharp Bragg
reQections at the reciprocal lattice points. Other than
this specihc x-ray effects are not discussed.

Warren, Averbach, and Roberts' discuss an atomic
size efFect in solid solutions due to the difFerence in size
of solvent and solute atoms. Their calculations predict
an asymmetry in the diffuse scattering due to the size
efFect such that there is an increase in scattering on one
side of a reciprocal lattice point and a decrease on the
other side. The magnitude of this efFect depends not
only on the difFerence in size of the solvent and solute
atoms, but also on the difFerence in their atomic
scattering powers. Interest in the present paper will be
in distortions of more general types for which the difFer-
ence in scattering power of matrix and defect atoms is
either zero or ignored. Therefore, the size efFect com-
puted by Warren, Averbach, and Roberts will not be
considered further here.

Zachariasen' has given a general theory of x-ray
scattering by displacement disorders in a crystal. In this
theory displacement of the atoms from their normal
lattice sites leads to a decrease in the efFective scattering
power per unit cell and to the production of diBuse
scattering surrounding the reciprocal lattice points.

While detailed calculations based on the previously
mentioned work, particularly that of Zachariasen, s

Ekstein, 4 and Matsubara' might well be used in de-
z A. E. H. Love, 2Iathematica/ Theory of Elasticity (Dover
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where 8 is the scattering calculated by Thomson for a
single electron and f is the atomic scattering factor. The
vector ( is given by 2m/X(u —no) where no and n are unit
vectors in the direction of the incident and the scattered
waves, respectively, and ) is the wavelength of the
x-rays. The vector r„locates the mth atom and is given

by

r„=a+g; u(a —a;), (2)

where a„locates the eth atom in the undistorted lattice
and u(a„—a;) represents the vector displacement of the
eth atom due to the ith defect. Substituting Eq. (2) in
expression (1) and analyzing the problem on the basis of
a statistically uniform distribution of defects, which
distribution may Quctuate locally, Huang shows that
the scattering becomes

all sites

Sf P„P„exp(ig$a„—a+p P; (u(a„—a;)
—u(a —a;)))}X(1——', (1—S. ) (p —p')

all sites

X Z' [' (u(a —a') —u(a —a')))'}, (3)

where p is the concentration of defects. The double
summation arises in forming the square as required by
expression (1). Substituting the explicit form for the
displacements, namely, u=cr/~r(', Huang then forms
the indicated summations within the double summation
signs in expression (3). These summations are resolved
into three separate summations of which two are rela-
tively simple but the third quite complex. Finally

termining the x-ray effects produced by localized static
lattice defects, a rather complete treatment of a fairly
general problem has already been given by Huang. '
Specifically, Huang considered the x-ray scattering by a
face-centered cubic lattice containing a random distribu-
tion of elastic singularities which produce elastic dis-
placementsof thesurroundingatoms of the form N=c/r',
where I is the displacement of an atom a distance r
from a singularity of "strength" c. Actually, this equa-
tion is correct only for an infinite medium. As will be
discussed later, the form for a finite medium changes the
quantitative value of c but does not change the qualita-
tive nature of the x-ray scattering eBects to be con-
sidered. In any case, Huang took the displacements for
the infinite medium as the basis of a model for a dilute
solid solution in which the solute atoms have a different
atomic radius than that of the solvent atoms. However,
'the model can be interpreted more generally if the solute
atom is considered to be any defect of atomic dimensions
which produces radial elastic displacements of the form
u=c/r' and whose concentration is small.

Huang's analysis starts with the conventional ex-
pression for the scattering of x-rays by an assemblage of
I atoms, namely,

Sf'~g„expi(g.r„))',

Huang obtains for the scattered intensity:

4~c''f'E E 1—(1—'-)(p —p')
3poVn eb

4~cp'
&«xpLi' (a.—a-))I 1+ I+'f'(p p')—

3. )
~c'J(/' 2sin'0' (2p)'sin O~

Z Z(1-'. )
]a.-a.

( 3)a„—a„~
2(2pp)'cos'0' 4vrcp)

exp[i( (a„—a„))~1+ ~, (4)
3v )'

where@is the atomic volume, 0' the angle between (and
a„—a, and po a cutoff which is difficult to evaluate
exactly but which is of the order of atomic dimensions.
In spite of the complexity of expression (4) certain
features of the scattering are easy to recognize, re-
membering that the scattering by a stationary lattice
without defects would be

'f'2 Z e'pki( (a„—a„))
The first term of expression (4) gives the usual sharp

crystalline or Bragg reQections except that their posi-
tions and intensities are altered. The term (krcp)/(3v)
in the exponent shows that the lattice has expanded
isotropically as though a strain of this magnitude had
been imposed upon the lattice. The quantity in the large
square brackets can be regarded as the first two terms in
the Taylor expansion of exp( —x'). In this case, since

~ (~ = (4m/X) sin8, the quantity may be written in the
form exp) —k(sin'0)/X'), where k is a constant, 8 the
Bragg angle, and X the wavelength of the x-rays. Now
the well known temperature factor for x-ray scattering
by crystals, namely, exp[ —B(sin'8)/X'), contains the
same functions of 0 and X. However, the quantity 8 in
the temperature factor depends on the temperature of
the crystal whereas the constant k in the factor for
localized static lattice defects is independent of tempera-
ture. This provides an important test for separating the
x-ray eGects due to the two factors. Owing to the
functional similarity of the two factors, that for
localized static lattice defects will be called the artificial
temperature factor. Since the true temperature factor
reduces the intensities of the Bragg reQections without
altering their shapes, it is clear that the artificial tem-
perature factor will produce the same eGects.

The second term of expression (4) represents the dif-
fuse scattering and is crudely analogous to temperature
diffuse scattering, except that it is not, of course, tem-
perature sensitive. The appearance of the same ex-
ponential factor as occurs in the first term assures that
this scattering is located in the vicinity of the Bragg
reQections, that is, surrounds the reciprocal lattice
points. While the calculation of the detailed nature of
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this diGuse scattering is complex, Huang shows that the
diffuse scattering for dilute solid solutions is comparable
in intensity and extension in reciprocal space to thermal
diGuse scattering at low temperatures.

To summarize, the calculations of Huang predict
theoretically the following x-ray scattering eGects from
a lattice containing a random distribution of defects
which produce elastic displacements of the form I=c/r'.
(1) an isotropic expansion of the lattice; (2) an artificial
temperature factor; (3) no broadening of the Bragg
reflections; (4) diffuse scattering surrounding the recip-
rocal lattice points. It is the purpose of the next section
to show that these eGects are all observed experimentally.

Before proceeding to a discussion of the experimentally
observed x-ray effects, however, it is appropriate to
consider a matter which alters the results of Huang
quantitatively in a way which may ultimately prove to
be important, although it does not alter the results
qualitatively. This matter concerns the use by Huang of
the equation I=c/r' to express the displacements of the
atoms around a defect. This equation is strictly appli-
cable only to the case of an infinite medium. Eshelby'
has given a very general analysis of the effect of
neglecting the finite nature of the medium in problems
using the elastic model for defects. In the problem solved

by Huang it is stated by Eshelby that, due to the neglect
of the surface term in the expression for the displace-
ments, the constant c should be replaced by cp, where
y=3(1—o)/(1+o) and o is Poisson s ratio. This in-

creases the eGective value of c by a factor of 1.8 or 1.5
depending on whether the value taken for Poisson's
ratio is ~ or 3. Thus the magnitude of the eGects pre-
dicted by Huang is increased by a significant amount.

EXPERIMENTAL

The isotropic lattice expansion and lack of line
broadening predicted by Huang's calculations are con-
6rmed by a very wide experience with solid solutions.
Actually, as Tucker and Sampson" have pointed out,
Huang's analysis, when corrected for the effect of the
free surface term, predicts Vegard's law. This empirical
law states that when two materials of the same crystal
structure form a continuous series of solid solutions, the
plot of lattice parameter versus composition is a straight
line joining the parameters of the pure materials. While
Vegard's law is surely an idealization, it forms a
reasonable 6rst approximation in many systems. The
absence of line broadening in solid solutions is an ex-
perimental fact of long standing. Quite appreciable
solubilities exist in some cases for which the radius
mismatch between solvent and solute atoms amounts to
10 to 15%.Since the distortions around the solute atoms
are certain to be large in such cases, the absence of line
broadening provides a good test of Huang's calculations.
No attempt has yet been made to look for the diffuse

' J. D. Eshelby, J. Appl. Phys. 25, 255 (1954).
"C.W. Tucker, Jr., and J. B. Sampson, Acta Metallurgica 2,

433 (1954).

scattering, but the arti6cial temperature factor pre-
dicted by Huang's calculations for solid solutions has
been reported by Coyle and Gale" in a gold-copper
alloy.

While the lattice expansion, the absence of line
broadening, and the presence of an artificial temperature
factor in the gold-copper alloy studied by Gale provide
evidence for the correctness of Huang's calcluations for
the case of solid solutions, neutron irradiated single
crystals provide the basis for a complete test of the
calculations. In certain irradiated crystals all four of the
predicted effects are found simultaneously. The reason
that the effects are so pronounced in irradiated crystals
is that the "strength" of the defects, as given by the
constant c in I=c/r', is much greater for defects such as
interstitials, vacancies, and foreign atoms (particularly
the noble gases) than for substitutional foreign atoms in
a solid solution. Since the constant c appears as a square
in the terms involving the arti6cial temperature factor
and the diffuse scattering in expression (4), the magni-
tude of these eGects will depend strongly on the value
of c.

Thus far the eGects have been observed in irradiated
single crystals of boron carbide, diamond, silicon
carbide, and magnesium oxide. The case most studied
has been that of boron carbide and a detailed ac-
count of these studies has been published elsewhere. "
Most of the radiation damage produced in boron
carbide is due to the reaction of the B " nucleus
with thermal neutrons to form He 4 and Li ~ nuclei
which then dissipate 2.3 Mev of kinetic energy in the
lattice in ionization and bumping collisions. The lattice
expansion and arti6cial temperature factor are highly
anisotropic in irradiated boron carbide. However, it was
possible to identify an anisotropic defect in the irradiated
crystal structure by means of Fourier analysis of the
Bragg intensities which accounted for the anisotropy of
these eGects. Work is in progress to generalize the
calculations of Huang to the case of anisotropic defects.
While this work is not yet complete, there is no indica-
tion that the eGects will be qualitatively different from
those predicted by Huang. The diffuse scattering effect
is observed to a very extreme degree in irradiated boron
carbide. Further, this diffuse scattering is temperature
insensitive as the theory requires. The absence of
broadening in the Bragg rejections is apparent in Laue
photograms even for heavily irradiated crystals. Thus
irradiated boron carbide exhibits all of the effects
predicted by Huang.

The x-ray eGects may alamo be seen in irradiated
diamond, silicon carbide, and magnesium oxide crystals,
although the artificial temperature factor is not very
strong in magnesium oxide. Laue patterns illustrating
the diGuse scattering produced in diamond, for ex-
ample, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The diffuse spots

"R.A. Coyle and B. Gale, Acta Cryst. 8, 105 (1955).
's C. W. Tucker, Jr., and P. Senio, Acta Cryst. 8, 371 (1955),
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FIG. 1. Laue pattern of unirradiated diamond crystal using
unaltered copper x-radiation. Incident x-ray beam approximately
parallel to threefold axis of crystal.

adjacent to and surrounding some of the Laue spots" in
Fig. 2 show the diGuse scattering due to the defects
produced by the irradiation. While the artificial tem-
perature factor is npt particularly apparent in Fig. 2, it
is quite evident in Laue patterns (not shown) of
irradiated silicon carbide. Lattice expansions" of the
order of 1/o are observed in irradiated diamond and
silicon carbide, while that in magnesium oxide is about
0.1%. Thus all of the x-ray effects found in irradiated
boron carbide are also observed in other irradiated
crystal structures, showing that the eGects are not
peculiar to crystals undergoing fission type reactions.

The occurrence in boron carbide, diamond, silicon
carbide, and magnesium oxide of the four x-ray eGects
predicted by the calculations of Huang provides good
evidence that the elastic model used by Huang is a valid
model for a crystal containing localized static lattice
defects. It does not follow, however, that the effects will

always be observed. For example, no diGuse scattering
was found in irradiated silicon and germanium. But,
since no lattice expansion has been observed in these
substances, '4 it appears that there are very few defects
of the type which produce the x-ray eGects. Similarly, in
metals the lattice expansions, in general, are quite
small. "These observations fit in well with the widely
accepted notion that the activation energy for the
motion of isolated interstitials or vacancies in metals is
rather low. Thus annealing of the main source of defects
which could produce the x-ray eGects occurs, in metals,
at temperatures below room temperature. The crystals
in which the x-ray eGects have thus far been observed all
possess high melting points which are indicative of tight
bonding. It would not b'e expected that the activation
energy for the decay of the defects in these crystals
would be low. Actually, the anisotropic defect re-
sponsible for most of the x-ray eGects in irradiated boron

"Only those planes at or near the Bragg setting for reQection of
the very strong characteristic E'n or EP radiation from the target
show the diffuse scattering.

"W. Primak, Phys. Rev. 95, 83/ (1954).

carbide was found to anneal in the temperature range of
700 to 900'C 1s

Accepting a qualitative connection between the calcu-
lations of Huang and the observed x-ray eGects in
irradiated crystals, it becomes clear that it may be
possible to learn something of the nature of the dis-
tortions in irradiated crystals from a detailed study of
the x-ray eGects. In this connection it appears most
hopeful to study the diGuse scattering, for it is this
scattering in the case of thermal eGects which has been
used many times" to determine the elastic constants of
crystals and which recently has even been used to work
back to the elastic vibration spectrum of copper. "
However, it must be remembered that the diGuse
scattering caused by static lattice defects is due to the
distortion of the lattice around the defects rather than
to the defects themselves. At the present time there is a
discrepancy between theory and experiment regarding
the diGuse scattering. Huang's theory predicts that the
diGuse scattering around a reciprocal lattice point has
roughly the shape of a lemniscate whose axis is parallel
to the vector from the origin to the reciprocal lattice
point and whose center lies at the reciprocal lattice
point. Detailed work with boron carbide and other
crystals has shown that the diGuse scattering has
roughly the shape of an ellipsoid. This discrepancy may
mean that the displacements around the defects deviate
from the form N=c/rs assumed by Huang or that re-
placement of c by cp as suggested by Eshelby' is not
valid for the diffuse scattering term. Further theoretical
and experimental work is necessary to work out the
quantitative aspects of the diGuse scattering.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical calculations of Huang show that a
lattice containing a random distribution of elastic

FIG. 2. Laue pattern of neutron irradiated diamond crystal using
un6ltered copper x-radiation. Integrated thermal neutron Qux
2+10~ neutrons/cmm. Incident x-ray beam approximately parallel
to threefold axis of crystal.

'~ See, for example, G. N. Ramachandran and W. A. Wooster,
Acta Cryst. 4, 431 (1951).

r' E. H. Jacobsen, Phys. Rev. 97, 654 (1955).
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singularities which produce displacements of the form
N=c/rs will scatter x-rays with the following eGects:
(1) an isotropic expansion of the lattice; (2) an artificial
temperature factor; (3) no broadening of the Bragg
reRections; (4) diffuse scattering surrounding the recip-
rocal lattice points.

While the lattice expansion and absence of line
broadening have been widely observed in solid solutions,
the artificial temperature factor has been observed only
once and the diRuse scattering has not yet been ob-
served in solid solutions. However, all four of the eRects
have been observed in certain neutron irradiated
crystals, namely, boron carbide, diamond, silicon car-
bide, and magnesium oxide. The presence of the eRects
in these crystals is attributed to the defects produced
during irradiation. The fact that the eRects are readily

observed in irradiated crystals is due to the much
greater "strength" of the defects produced by irradia-
tion, vis. , interstitials, vacancies, and foreign atoms.

The qualitative agreement between the calculations
of Huang and the observed x-ray eRects leads to the
conclusion that the representation of localized static
defects as elastic singularities producing displacements
of the form I=c/r' is a valid first-approximation model.
However, it is suggested that it may be possible to work
back from the observed diffuse scattering in irradiated
crystals to obtain more precise information regarding
the distortions around the defects.
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Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility and emission spectra have been made on zinc sulMe acti-
vated by copper and/or chlorine. The results of these measurements demonstrate that the luminescent
centers are diamagnetic in the absence of optical excitation, and that of the 6ve previously reported emis-
sions, only three are distinct. These are: a blue emission resulting from the addition of chloride, a green
emission when copper and chloride are simultaneously present, and a red emission when copper alone is
present. The results are discussed on an ionic model, and on a semiconductor model. We conclude that the
blue emission is due to zinc vacancies, the green emission to substitutional copper, and the red emission to
interstitial copper.

INTRODUCTION
' 'N this paper we shall attempt to correlate the re-
~ ~ ported emissions in ZnS activated by copper with
particular states of the activator, especially the valence
of the activator and its position in the lattice.

The absorption of a quantum of ultraviolet radiation
by the host crystal of ZnS is usually assumed to result
in the formation of an electron and a hole. These may
annihilate one another by giving up their energy to the
lattice as phonons, or they may recombine at an im-

purity center with a characteristic emission. The elec-
tronic transitions are governed by interactions be-
tween the impurity and the lattice; it is to be expected,
therefore, that the resulting emission would depend on
the state of ionization of the center. Furthermore, the
energy levels may well depend on the crystallographic
phase of the host crystal, and on whether the impurity
is incorporated interstitially or substitutionally.

Information regarding the nature of impurity centers
in impurity activated phosphors has been obtained for
several manganese-activated inorganic phosphors by
means of static susceptibility measurements, ' and for a

' S. Larach and J. Turkevich, Phys. Rev. S9, 1060 (1953).P. D.
Johnson and F. E. Williams, J. Chem. Phys. 17, 455 (1949).

variety of phosphors by means of paramagnetic reso-
nance. ' In the case of ZnS:Cu, however, paramagnetic
resonance measurements failed to yield any information
because of the absence of an observable resonance ab-
sorption. The difhculties encountered in the resonance
measurements, in being unable to distinguish between
diamagnetism and a paramagnetism which results in a
very broad absorption spectrum, are absent in the
measurements of static susceptibility.

In the experiments to be described here, we have
measured the emission spectra of a number of Cu-
activated ZnS phosphors, prepared under various con-
ditions, while at the same time, the phase has been
determined from x-ray measurements. The state of
ionization of the unexcited phosphors has been deter-
mined from measurements of the magnetic suscepti-
bility as a function of temperature. Zinc sulfide is
diamagnetic and, if the copper were introduced as Cu+,
it would remain purely diamagnetic and its suscepti-
bility would be substantially independent of tempera-
ture. On the other hand, the presence of Cu++ or Cu'

~W. D. Hershberger and H. N. Leifer, Phys. Rev. SS, 714
(1952).






